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About This Content

Only the most skilled and experienced truck drivers are called to perform Special Transport jobs. Are you up to the challenge?
Experience super-sized cargoes with length and width exceeding standard cargo regulations. Drive through tight passages

requiring millimeter-precision maneuvering!

Your route will be secured by two escort vehicles guiding you through the transport job from its start to the place of delivery.
It's not going to be a piece of cake, but if you obey the escort vehicles' advice and carefully watch for every inch of the road to

deliver the cargo in pristine condition, you can consider yourself a real pro, a true veteran behind the wheel who can deliver
even the most enormous cargoes.

Update 1.31 Addition

New Special Transport routes in Base Map

New Special Transport routes through expansion DLCs

More than 40 additional cargo/route combinations

Key Features

11 huge cargoes (up to 70 tons, 6 m width, 5+ m height and 20+ m length)
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4 new special trailers

Unique job routes for the Special Transport (most in the base map, some through DLC expansions, more to come!)

A combination of over 80 special transport jobs

Custom AI escort vehicles

Original intros for the cargoes and jobs, crowds and police cars along the routes

New models, characters, and animations of people assisting or spectating the transport

Curious pedestrians, journalists or transport co-workers along the routes

A new set of warning beacons for the trucks

Special Transport achievements

Gameplay Features

Close collaboration with AI escort vehicles required

Enhanced AI behavior: clearing the path, stopping traffic, giving advice, pushing opposing vehicles to the side etc.

Possibility to fail the given Job on the spot if you do not adhere to strict instructions or regulations

New checkpoints system to keep your progress in a special transport job safe
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Title: Euro Truck Simulator 2 - Special Transport
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Hard Drive: 100 MB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegia
n,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,Greek
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Quite disappointed. Contains literal game-breaking bugs related to the escort vehicles and other AI.

Briefly, you can become stuck while your escort waits for other vehicles to clear so that they can change lanes, but they never
will because your wide load is blocking the lane next to you and the other AI drivers won't drive around you. Requires re-
loading from an earlier save (You _did_ save, didn't you?) wherein the escort vehicles often don't load in leaving you by
yourself.

This whole scenario has occurred several times and I've only had the game for 3 days. It is a frequent problem, turning the
challenge and adventure of the task into one of fear and loathing.. These trailers look nice and it feels special to leave and
deliver the cargo as SCS added NPC's with cameras and even TV-coverage.
But there are where the good things end.
Same as with the heavy cargo DLC the trailers are an issue, as you really can't see how wide they are you just have to "trial and
crash" to see where the boundaries are.
The escort doesn't spawn at some pick up zones and they always de-spawn if you load a haul from a save also they get stuck
from time to time and the only option then is to load from a previous save, which I wrote earlier de-spawns them...

There also seem to be issues with invisible barriers or objects, my guess being that the route which is pre-made hasn't been
cleaned up from all road works. Some of the road works are still present but they are also scripted with "warnings" in the
navigator.
Under protest and frustration I'll collect the achievements from this DLC but as SCS didn't do a good job in quality assuring this
DLC it gets a "not recommend" from me.

To SCS if you read this: Put an intern on doing all the routes and report any discrepancies and re-launch this DLC. Cant seem to
find jobs in job market
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